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2 rapes, 15 suicides every day
TOI

This Is The Data
For State From
Apr ’13 To Mar ’14
TIMES NEWS NETWORK

Ahmedabad: On an average, two
cases of rape and 15 suicides were
reported every day in Gujarat
from April 2013 to March 2014, the
state government told the House
on Wednesday. Replying to a question by Viramgam MLA Tejashree
Patel, the government admitted
that except theft and chain-snatching, incidents of all other major
crimes have gone up in the past five
years.
The cases of rape in the last five
years spiked from 427 in 2009-10 to
793 in 2013-14, an increase of nearly 85%.

Incidents of all major crimes, including robbery, have risen over five years

According to the government
figures, around 450-odd cases of
rape were reported every year

Congress demands
relief for farmers
TIMES NEWS NETWORK

Gandhinagar: During the
discussion under Assembly Rule 116, Congress
MLAs demanded special
assistance to farmers in
the state who have suffered
financial losses due to crop
failure caused by unseasonal rain.
Congress MLAs Balwantsinh Rajput (Congress whip), Joita Patel,
Gova Rabari and Paresh
Dhanani moved a proposal
for special relief assistance to farmers. Rajput
said: “Potato growers and
other farmers have suffered major losses due unseasonal rain and hailstorms.
Farmers
are
worried about crop failure.
The
government
needs to announce immediate relief measures and
declare a special relief
package for farmers.”
Babu Bokhiria, state
agriculture and cooperatives minister in response
said: “Due to unseasonal
rain, standing crops and
crops lying in the open,
like potato, isabgul, cumin, coriander gram, to-

bacco and others, have
likely been damaged. According to primary estimates, there is a possibility of damage to the potato
crop in north and central
Gujarat. Due to unseasonal rain, the mango crop in
Junagadh, Gir Somnath,
Amreli, Porbandar, Bhavnagar, Kutch and Vadodara has also been damaged.
There is a provision of
assistance under State Disaster Response Fund
(SDRF) where more than
50% of crops have failed
due to a natural disaster.
At present, a survey in the
affected districts is underway and where damage is
more than 50%, assistance
will be given according to
the prevalent norms. In
2014-15, a total of 4,500 hectares was covered under
crop insurance and they
will be given assistance for
the same.

from 2009-10 to 2011-12 but the figure saw a sudden jump and touched 628 in 2012-13. In 2011-12, the

Uproar over booze
trade
The Gujarat legislative
assembly saw a political
drama unfold over the issue
of illegal liquor trade in
Anand. The opposition even
sought a relaxation in the
liquor policy and one MLA
went on to demand liquor
permits for MLAs.

Research underway
at butterfly park
The state government has
set up a tissue culture
laboratory and butterfly
park at the Science city.
These facilities have been
created for research.

Gujarat govt paid Tata
`456 crore
In a written response to
Congress MLA Shaktisinh
Gohil, chief minister
Anandiben Patel who holds
the industry portfolio
informed the state assembly
that in the last three financial
years a total of Rs 456.79 crore
has been paid by the state
government to Tata Motors as
a soft loan under the state
support agreement signed by
the government with the
company for establishing the
Nano car plant.

state recorded 488 cases of rape
that increased to 793 in 2013-14.
Analyzing the reasons for the
sudden jump in rape cases, a police department official, refusing
to be quoted, said that the number
of rapes was always high in the
state but many were going unreported. After the 2012 Nirbhaya
case in Delhi, people became more
aware and more cases were lodged.
In 2013-14, in all 5,526 suicides
were reported, an average of 15
cases per day. In 2009-10, a total of
44,826 criminal cases were reported which went down to 40,679 in
2013-14.
Cases of vehicle theft, which
were 12,211 in 2009-10, dropped to
8,282 in 2013-14. The police official
added that several reports of vehicle theft and chain-snatching are
now being treated as applications
in which FIRs are not required.
“This is the reason behind the sudden drop in such cases,” he added.

In 2 years, over 1k kids
have gone missing
TIMES NEWS NETWORK

Ahmedabad: On an average nearly nine adults and
three kids go missing from
the city of Ahmedabad. In
the last two years, 1,083
children have gone missing
from Ahmedabad city.
In reply to Dariapur
MLA Gyasuddin Shaikh’s
question, the state government said that in the last
two years 1,083 children
and 3,197 adults have gone
missing from the city between January 1, 2013 and
December 31, 2014.
During the same period,
the number of those missing from the district barring Ahmedabad city was
67 kids while that of untraceable adults was 428.
Meanwhile, to Vijapur
MLA Prahlad Patel’s query,
the government claimed
that 154 children went missing from Mehsana in two
years. Of these, 143 children were found by police.
The government reply
stated that they have sent
photographs of the missing children to all of India’s police stations and
these were telecast on na-

tional news. Also, details of
each missing kid are being
uploaded on the website
and special drives are made
to search for missing kids.
Sanjay Joshi, founder of
Search My Child institute
says: “It remains to be seen
whose figures are being tabled in the assembly. Whenever we go to different agencies we get different figures
from them. Also, there was
no clarity on who will handle these cases. Earlier, prevention of crime branch
was asked to handle them
and report to the commissioner of police. Now, a special cell has been formed
under the Detection of
Crime Branch. No one
knows how many children
are found and still the number of children going missing is high.”
Atrocity cases: In Ahmedabad city, 235 persons
charged in complaints of
atrocity were discharged of
their atrocity charge, while
the figure was 32 in Ahmedabad rural. This was
stated by the government
in reply to the question of
Abdasa MLA Shaktisinh
Gohil.

Man held at airport Plots for poor: HC notice to
with gold worth `5.6L AMC, urban department
Ahmedabad: The air intelligence unit of customs department held a Tamil Nadu-based
man at Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel International Airport for
smuggling 216.64 grams of
gold worth Rs 5.63 lakh on
Wednesday. Mahathur Nascar
had arrived from Dubai in Air
India flight and gold bars were

concealed in his socks.
This is the third case of
gold smuggling at the airport
in the past three days. Nascar
had arrived by Air India’s
AI-019 flight from Dubai. “During checking, two gold bars
were recovered from his
socks,” said a customs official.
TNN

TIMES NEWS NETWORK

Ahmedabad: Gujarat high court
has sought explanation from the
state urban development department, Ahmedabad Municipal Corporation (AMC) and Ahmedabad
district collector over a contempt of
court petition for disregarding the
court order to take a decision on a
government scheme of 1992 to allot
plots to the poor in the city.
In this case, the authorities came
up with a scheme – Gharib Awas Yojna – in 1992. The government was to
allot a 25-square yard plot to those
who applied for the land upon making certain payment. People paid
the money, but the authorities never
allotted plots to them.
Six persons, including one Ramesh Patel, who had applied for
plots in this scheme in 1992, moved
the high court earlier this year and
submitted that they had paid the required amount. But the authorities
did not allot them the plots nor did
they return the money.
The HC ordered the authorities
to take a decision on allotment of
plots under the scheme within six
weeks. But nothing happened after
the HC order.
The petitioners approached the
HC again and sought action against
officials concerned for not following the court order. A bench of Justice K S Jhaveri and Justice A G
Uraizee issued notice to all officials
concerned asking them to either fol-

TOI

Lit grit: Beti padhao,
mummy bhi padhao!
TOI

Mother, Daughter
Take Board Exams
Together
TIMES NEWS NETWORK

Ahmedabad: Rasila Patel, 39,
was forced to drop out of school
after class VII as the secondary
school was 8 km away from her
home. Her conservative parents decided she was better off
not going to school since she
was a girl. Twenty-six years later, Rasila’s village, Ukheda in
Kutch, still doesn’t have a secondary school. But Rasila is the
talk of the town for taking the Picture of achievement
SSC board exams along with
her daughter.
go-ahead for educating the
Even as the government woman in their house.
propogates the ‘Beti Bachao,
So while Jashuben cooks
Beti Padhao’ scheme, Rasila’s and cleans and makes the tiffins
mother-in-law Jashuben and for the household, daughter-inhusband Amrut have given the law Rasila and granddaughter

Class 10, 12 general
stream papers ‘easy’
TIMES NEWS NETWORK

Ahmedabad: Class 10 and 12
(general stream) students
heaved a sigh of relief on
Wednesday as the exams in all
their major subjects ended.
The examinations for class 10
Social Science, and class 12
Business
Administration
were held on Wednesday. Students who appeared in these
two exams found the papers
easy.
Class 10 students said a majority of the questions in Social Science were based on
their textbooks in both the sections of the paper. Barring the
mathematics paper, all the other papers in the class 10 exams
were easy, said the students.
Those taking their language paper in Semester IV
science examination also
found their paper easy. They
said that, in the second language paper English, they
were asked to write an essay on
a national leader. Several students had written on Prime
Minister Narendra Modi in-

Now, maths bouncer
for class XII
Ahmedabad: On
Wednesday, it was turn of
class XII students of CBSE to
come out of the examination
halls in tears. The students
found the Mathematics
paper not only lengthy but
also tricky one.

stead of other leaders, said the
students.
Meanwhile, on Wednesday,
68 cases of cheating were reported from various parts of
the state. Of these, 47 took place
in class 10 examination and another 21 in class 12 exam.
Further, of the 47 cases reported in class 10 examination,
the maximum — 17 — were reported from Kheda followed by
eight from Anand, five from
Mahisagar, four from Panchmahal, three each from Banaskantha, Mehsana and Gandhinagar, two from Patan and one
each from Amreli and Navsari.

‘Ex-JCP Tandon can’t
claim he didn’t know
about Gulbarg killings’
Representational picture

TIMES NEWS NETWORK

HC ordered the authorities to take a decision on allotment of plots under the
scheme within six weeks

low court order or explain their inaction.
The HC has also made it clear
that in case the government does
not reply, urban development additional chief secretary G R Aloria
and Ahmedabad municipal commissioner D Thara will have to remain present before the court on
April 30.

Ahmedabad: The victim-witnesses in the Gulbarg society massacre
case submitted before the special
SIT court on Wednesday that the
then joint commissioner of police
(JCP) M K Tandon cannot claim ignorance about the violence in the
colony on February 28, 2002.
On the day after the Godhra
carnage, Tandon remained away
from Gulbarg Society and stayed
in Dariapur, which didn’t witness
any heinous incident. Tandon
claimed he was not aware of the incident and hence did not rush to
the society, where 69 persons were
killed.
Demanding the arraignment
of Tandon along with then police
commissioner P C Pande, then
DCP P B Gondia and former investigator S S Chudasama, the witnesses’ counsel S M Vora cited police records that reflect that many
messages were forwarded to Tandon from the police control room
about the critical situation at Gulbarg society. Advocate Vora also
cited SIT report that puts on record the mistakes committed by
Tandon in not saving the lives.
Citing all messages meant for
Tandon, who was codenamed Ti-

‘Mojari’ to step out of borders
IIT-Gn, UK Varsity To Make It Global Footwear Brand
TOI

TIMES NEWS NETWORK

Ahmedabad:
Journeying
through Kutch and Jaipur,
you would surely return with
a pair of mojaris, the indigenous leather footwear that has
been worn for centuries. Now,
mojari is set to step out of its
domestic confines and find
place on shelves worldwide.
The indigenous leather footwear that has been worn for centuries
IIT-Gandhinagar
and
Northampton University in claims to house the world's focus is the UK market, we're
the UK have collaborated to largest collection of shoes, also selecting different variegive a global platform to Indi- with more than 12,000 pairs. ties of leathers to give it a coman mojari and attars through Vicki Dean, principal lecturer, plete makeover.”
Achal Mehra, dean, stratedesign and technology inter- international development at
ventions.
Northampton University, told gic planning, IIT-Gn, said:
Funded by the British TOI that they have found that “The footwear will be cushCouncil,
IIT-Gandhinagar the ethnic footwear tend to be ioned to guarantee a proper fit
and Northampton University too uncomfortable and cannot and a smooth walk. Since mohave also launched a course to be worn for long hours due to jaris have narrow front, we'll
hard
undersurface. enlarge it to make them more
investigate why mojari busi- its
ness is gradually losing its “Through design interven- convenient. Unlike traditionpopularity.
Northampton tion, we're making the mojaris al ‘juttis’, our design will have
boasts of a museum that more soft and comfy. Since our a left and right distinction.”

The site of massacre

ger as a JCP of Sector 2, the lawyer
said Tandon cannot claim ignorance about the massacre.
The lawyer also claimed how
Tandon forced local cops to file
four more FIRs in Dariapur for a
single incident in order to justify
his stay there on February 28, 2002.
“We told the court that Tandon’s is
not the case of departmental inquiry as suggested by the SIT, but
his was deliberate criminal negligence that resulted in 69 murders
at Gulbarg society, and hence he
should be tried in this case,” advocate Vora said.
The court kept further hearing
on March 25, when the lawyer was
expected to throw light on the role
of three other cops. SIT’s counsel
will argue later.

Gujarat cops give
Goswami dossier
to UP police
Ahmedabad: Gujarat Cops
handed over dossier containing information about dreaded Gangster Vishal Goswami
to Uttar Pradesh police.
Senior police officials
said UP Police has extended
full cooperation in nabbing
Goswami who is supposed to
be hiding somewhere in UP.
“We are also suspecting
that Goswami’s girl friend
who is resident of Agra in UP
is sheltering him. We are also
looking for her to locate the
gangster” said a crime
branch official.
On the other hand Gujarat ATS has also launched an
operation to nab Goswami,
who is accused in about nine
robberies along with murders of two city-based jewellers.
Goswami recently had
made a ransom calls to seven
city based jewellers.

Hiral do last-minute preparations for their SSC board exams.
Rasila is taking the exams at
JD High School in Borsad, her
daughter Hiral was allotted another centre.
“When I was teaching my
daughter, I realized that despite
having passing only class 7, I
could pass the SSC exam. I always stood first in class before I
was forced to drop out. When I
expressed a desire to take the
SSC, my husband and motherin-law both encouraged me to
make the attempt,” said Rasila.
Hiral says that she’s proud
of her mother taking up the
challenge to complete her education. Rasila says that she
wants to study further and
would like to graduate. She
however laments that despite
the state progressing so much,
her village is still deprived of a
secondary school.

Man takes
board exam
at 55
TIMES NEWS NETWORK

Ahmedabad: Forty years
after he missed the chance
to take the exam as a youth,
Kiran Nandlal Bhavsar is
appearing in the class 10
board examination from Saraspur centre. Bhavsar, who
is now 55, is president of the
52-Gam Bhavsar Samaj. He
says that he wanted to promote education in his community. However, he realised that he himself had not
passed Class 10. They he decided to study again.
“I went to the school
where I had studied till class
9. I got a certificate from
them and, after completing
formalities, I am now writing the Class 10 examination,” said Bhavsar. He further said he wanted to set an
example for others.
“For education, age is no
barrier. People should study
and also send their kids to
school,” he said.

Transgender
activist wants
OBC status
Ahmedabad: Flamboyant
transgender rights activist
Laxmi Narayan Tripathi
on Wednesday said she is in
talks with the
Gujarat
government for including
the
transgender
community in
OBC category and integrating them in school curriculum.
“We’ve become European
dustbins. We're blindly aping the West while they are
stepping into our shoes. Irrespective of development,
Gujarat model is zero. I’m yet
to see if they fulfil the promise of improving the plight of
sexual minorities,” she told
TOI.
On the state government
announcing a monthly pension of Rs 1,000 for transgender people, she said: “This is
a step in the right direction,
but we want overall inclusion.”
Laxmi, the first transgender person to represent Asia
Pacific in the UN in 2008, has
also joined hands with Rajpipla prince Manvendra Singh
Gohil to organize a training
of transgenders with district legal service authorities early next month.

